Congratulations!
Denege Ward-Wright, MD
Inaugural
Department of Medicine
Vice Chair for Justice, Equity, Diversity and Inclusion (JEDI)

Look for upcoming email on recruitment of Faculty Champions to participate in the DOM JEDI leadership team

Catalyst Funding Grants Available!

Deadline for initial project proposal: Nov 15

By Nov 30: Selected proposals will be invited to submit full proposal

Successful Projects:
- are innovative and address a future need
- address and improve equity, diversity, inclusion
- are collaborative and multispecialty/multidisciplinary
- relate to these areas of focus
  - Metabolic health
  - Cardiovascular disease
  - Inflammation and fibrosis
  - Drug development
  - Special populations/health equity

Funding Tiers
- Tier 1: up to $5,000
- Tier 2: up to $10,000
- Tier 3: up to $50,000

Call for Submissions

UA COMP Department of Medicine Strategic Investments

Your ideas will shape the future of the department!

Catalyst Funding:

Tier 1
For small projects completed within 1 year that will challenge and evolve existing paradigms
- Clinical
- Research
- Education

Tier 2
For early phase projects expected to require 1-2 years, expected to scale and grow our missions to produce and translate

Tier 3
For larger scale projects by established teams with significant track record that anticipate external funding

All types of projects are encouraged!
Successful submissions will align with departmental goals through collaboration and innovation.

Click on image to submit!

Click here to review DOM strategic plan

Pumpkin spice lattes, candy, and calaveras - welcome to Fall 2022!

Our training programs are in full force during this recruitment season, as we look forward to training the next generation of physicians. Thanks to all the faculty who serve as preceptors, role models, mentors, and advisors that attract great trainees to our programs!

This Fall, we were thrilled to welcome back our first in-person DOM all faculty meeting in 3 years! Expect these meetings with more frequency moving forward. Some photos of the event are below. We always appreciate a chance to connect "irl" with colleagues and friends - we hope to see you soon!

Look for upcoming call to action on recruitment of Faculty Champions to participate in the DOM JEDI leadership team.
As we near the end of 2022, we want to hear about all the amazing work that is happening across the department. Please submit, in abstract format, to be disseminated across the country. All submissions are welcome - from ideas just getting off the ground, to work that has been presented in other venues, we want to hear about it!

Submit today by clicking on the image on the right

Our Research Team...Reimagined to Serve You Better!

Our structure will help you quickly and easily with all your research needs: get your project off the ground, connect you with interested learners, help you through IRB process, help identify additional research resources.

Congratulations to DOM Faculty, Housestaff and Students and their winning abstracts at ROME FORUM 2022!

Interpreting Entrustable Professional Activity (EPA) Assessments Before, During, and After COVID-19 Pandemic - Jordan Coulston, MD, Chengcheng Hu, PhD, Adam Health, MD, Sheetal Shah, DO, Maria Castro, MD, Maricela Moffitt MD, MPH

Quality Improvement Projects in Undergraduate Medical Education: A Summary of Projects - Alvin Gibson Wong, MD, Janet Mauer, MD, Kimberly Bader, MD, Chelsea Carlson, MD, Jordan Coulston, MD

Evaluating the Impact of Tactile Learning through 3D Models of Congenital Abnormalities on Understanding Complex Cardiac Pathology - Vrishti Shah, MS3, Elise Barney, MD, Kevin Vo, MS2

Learn more: Research Office for Medical Education (ROME)

Submit a completed project for reIMAGINE IM 4th Edition
DUE Nov 20, 2022

As we near the end of 2022, we want to hear about all the amazing work that is happening across the department. Please submit, in abstract format, to be disseminated across the country. All submissions are welcome - from ideas just getting off the ground, to work that has been presented in other venues, we want to hear about it!

Submit today by clicking on the image on the right

Our Research Team...Reimagined to Serve You Better!

Education -- Operations -- Compliance -- Support -- Clinical -- Translational -- Mentorship

Opportunities to support research at all levels are now better connected with our skills-building infrastructure all to help achieve your goals in research.

Our structure will help you quickly and easily with all your research needs: get your project off the ground, connect you with interested learners, help you through IRB process, help identify additional research resources.

Congratulations to DOM Faculty, Housestaff and Students and their winning abstracts at ROME FORUM 2022!

Interpreting Entrustable Professional Activity (EPA) Assessments Before, During, and After COVID-19 Pandemic - Jordan Coulston, MD, Chengcheng Hu, PhD, Adam Health, MD, Sheetal Shah, DO, Maria Castro, MD, Maricela Moffitt MD, MPH

Quality Improvement Projects in Undergraduate Medical Education: A Summary of Projects - Alvin Gibson Wong, MD, Janet Mauer, MD, Kimberly Bader, MD, Chelsea Carlson, MD, Jordan Coulston, MD

Evaluating the Impact of Tactile Learning through 3D Models of Congenital Abnormalities on Understanding Complex Cardiac Pathology - Vrishti Shah, MS3, Elise Barney, MD, Kevin Vo, MS2

Learn more: Research Office for Medical Education (ROME)

UACOMP Resource Links

Office of Equity, Diversity and Inclusion

Get Involved at UACOMP!

Find Grand Rounds, department highlights information and much more at DOM Website

Share ideas for future newsletter items or feedback:
mfallon@arizona.edu